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Abstract
We re ne an abstract propertyoriented speci cation in the  calculus to a spec
i cation in Maude As an intermediate step we use a structured speci cation in
the  calculus blended with propositions on states appropriate for objectoriented
speci cation We use the loose approach in re nement and re ne data types as well
as behavior Throughout our example is the bounded buer
  Introduction
Speci cation languages provide a level of abstraction from implementation
details in the design of complex systems Speci cations are propertyoriented
descriptions while programs are executable descriptions of an algorithm We
use two speci cation formalisms the  calculus 	 and Maude 
	
for the objectoriented speci cation of concurrent systems
Maude has been developed especially for the objectoriented speci cation
of concurrent systems The rewriting calculus and the underlying rewrit
ing logic make Maude to very powerful and general speci cation language
	 Maudes advantages are its object model its ability to combine the
two paradigms of inheritance and concurrency in a sensible way 	 and
particularly its abstract way of specifying synchronization and communication
between objects 	 But on the other hand Maudes semantics is opera
tional and thus not really propertyoriented and the transition rules speci
fying the behavior of objects are not powerful enough to express eg safety
properties The  calculus is propertyoriented ie it is able to express safety
and liveness properties of the behavior of a concurrent system 	 We
enrich the  calculus with basic propositions on states that make it possible
to reason also about the properties of states not only about the properties of
the dynamic behavior
 
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There exist several approaches to specify or describe objects especially
objects in a concurrent setting and to give a formal semantics We follow
the basic concepts of 	 where the semantics of a class speci cation is
given by a coalgebraic construction Such a coalgebra speci es the observa
tions one can make of an object or a class it does not specify how a class is
built up and which data it contains In the algebraic approach constructors
describe which properties an object has which data it contains 	 This
coalgebraic construction reects the idea of an observable properties rather
than the properties of the implementation of a class We adopt this idea and
use the  calculus with greatest  xpoint as our construct of speci cation
We use three levels of speci cation with dierent degrees of abstraction
i At the abstract level we use the language of modal  formulas for spec
i cation A typical speci cation would describe eg the sequences of
messages an object or a collection of objects accepts Invariants on states
restrict the transition system such that all states obey certain wellformed
ness conditions
ii At the intermediate level we use again the language of  formulas The
propositions on states we introduce describe the states of the objects
At this level the formulas have a very rigid structure The behavior of
the objects belonging to a common class is a conjunction of  ve formu
las specifying  that objects are persistent  the consistent state of
an object  the synchronization code determining which messages are
accepted depending on the local state of an object  the state changes
of the objects and  the answer messages generated
iii At the concrete level we use Maude as our speci cation language At this
point Maude itself provides us with a choice of the degree of abstraction
using eg implicit synchronous or explicit asynchronous communication
This re nement from an abstract to a concrete speci cation is reected at
the semantic level by the loose approach to re nement In this approach the
semantics of a speci cation is the set of all models that satisfy all formulas
of the speci cation In each re nement step the set of models of the speci
 cation becomes smaller The last most concrete step in such a re nement
typically yields a singleton set of models  a program In this paper all speci 
cations are at a very high level of abstraction our abstract propertyoriented
speci cation language is the  calculus our concrete executable language the
speci cation language Maude
In the process of re nement the properties that shall be preserved deter
mine the kind of relation between the dierent levels of speci cation Partic
ularly the re nement of concurrent systems oers a large variety of relations
between transition systems From 	 it is known that only a bisimula
tion relation between  nite transition systems preserves all properties which
the  calculus can express Coarser relations between transition systems pre
serve only certain classes of  formulas
The paper is organized as follows In Sect  we give an introduction to
Maude and the  calculus The re nement relation is de ned in Sect  In

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Sect  we give speci cations at dierent levels of abstraction and relate the
three dierent levels Throughout our example is the bounded buer In
Sect  we relate our approach of speci cation and re nement to other work
Our mathematical notation follows Dijkstra 	 Quanti cation over a
dummy variable x is written Qx  Rx  P x Q is the quanti er R a
predicate in x representing the range of the dummy and P a term that depends
on x Eg  x  xX  x  x is the set of all elements of X for which
x holds Formal logical deductions are written
formula
 
op f comment explaining the validity of this relation g
formula

 The specication languages
  Maude
Maude 
	 is an objectoriented speci cation language for the speci cation
of distributed systems In this section we assume prior knowledge of Maude
and explain only the aspects of Maude relevant in our work Let us give the
speci cation of a bounded buer BDBUFFER and explain it later
omod BDBUFFER is
protecting OIDLIST  
extending CONFIGURATION  
class BdBuffer  in Nat out Nat max Nat cont OIdList  
msg to   get  OId  Msg  
msg answer to get is    OId  Msg  
msg to   put    OId OId  Msg  
vars B U E  OId  
vars I O M  Nat  
var L  OIdList  
	get
 rl to B get
 BBdBuffer  inI outO maxM contL E 
  BBdBuffer  outO contL 
answer to get is E
if I  O   and I  O  M
and lengthL E  I  O  
	put
 rl to B put E
 BBdBuffer  inI outO maxM contL 
  BBdBuffer  inI contE L 
if I  O  M and IO  
and lengthL  I  O  
endom

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In the speci cation BDBUFFER we declare one class BdBuffer with four
attributes The behavior of a bounded buer is speci ed by two transition
rules with label get and put They specify whether and how a bounded
buer reacts to a put or get message If the pattern at the left hand side of a
rule matches a buer and a message in a con guration and if the precondition
of the rule holds then a state transition may happen such that the message is
removed from the con guration the buer changes its state ie the values of
attributes according to the rule and possibly an answer message is generated
and part of the resulting con guration
BDBUFFER imports two speci cations CONFIGURATION contains the ba
sic data types like objects messages and con gurations see eg 
	 and
OIDLIST the speci cation of lists of objects identi ers see App A
Important for us is that Maude employs asynchronous message passing
and thus the rewrite rules specify the possible state transitions that may
happen Important is also that Maude abstracts from the implementations of
methods what we specify here is the communication between objects and the
state changes of objects and the overall system and not how the state changes
are performed
A rewriting calculus applies these rules to con gurations We use as in 	
a simpli ed version of a rewriting calculus Let us introduce some notation
A specication Sp   E T  consists of a signature  a set of equations E
and a set of transition rules T  A signature   SC FM consists of a
set of ordinary sort names S a set of class names C a subclass relation 
a set of function symbols F and a set of messages M  T X denotes the
terms with variables from X of a signature  We use Cf as an abbreviation
for Configuration the sort of the states
The rewriting calculus given below in three rules de nes Maudes seman
tics in the form of a transition system

In the following let m m
 
denote
messages a
i
attribute names v
i
and w
i
values o
i
object identi ers C
i
 C
 
i

D
i
and D
 
i
class identi ers atts
i
sets of pairs of attributes together with their
variables and  a substitution An expression e adorned with an overbar e
stands for a set whose elements are of the form e with the exception that m
is a multiset of messages
A transition
m	
 o
i
  D
i
j a
i
v
i
	 atts
i

  o
i
  D
 
i
j a
i
w
i
	 atts
i

m
 
	
Inst
is possible if T contains a transition rule in which all attributes of classes
C
i
together with their values are stated

In contrast to  we neither have a reexivity nor a transitivity rule nor parallel compo
sition in the calculus The rule Emb	 is weaker than the replacement rule in the original
calculus
 the replacement rule could be obtained by Emb	 Equ	 and a transitivity rule

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R	 m
 o
i
C
i
j a
i
v
i

  o
i
C
 
i
j a
i
w
i

m
 
and a substitution   Vars T X
where D
i
 C
i
and
D
 
i

 




D
i
 if C
i
 C
 
i
C
 
i
else
In the case of a conditional transition rule of the form
m
 
 
o
 
i
 
   o
 
i
n
 o
 
j
 
   o
 
j
m
m
 

  m
 
n
if p
 
     p
k
with equations or transitions p
 
     p
k
 we require additionally that all p
i
	
are derivable We need two more rules Emb embeds the lefthand and
the righthand side of a transition into a con guration containing objects
and messages not changed by the transition and Equ makes the transition
relation compatible with equations Let c d c
 
 d
 
and h be con gurations and
let 
E
denote equality modulo equations in the set E
c h d h if c d Emb
c
 
 d
 
if c d and c 
E
c
 
 d 
E
d
 
Equ
A structure AR is an initial model of speci cation Sp   E T 
written AR  ISp i

A is an order sorted algebra and A is the initial model of  E 	

R is a relation R  A
Cf
 A
Cf
such that c
A
 d
A
R i Sp  c  d where
the rules of the calculus are substitution rules Inst Emb and Equ
Later in this paper we use labeled transitions systems A transition is
computed from one application of the rule Inst and applications of Emb
and Equ The label is m	 where m is the multiset of messages part of the
lefthand side of the transition rule and  the substitution applied by Inst
Analogously we adapt de nition of the relation R  A
Cf
 A
Msg
 A
Cf
where
c
A
 m
A
 d
A
R i Sp  c
m
 d We also use the notation R
m
A for the subset
of R with label m
A
 t
A
is the representation of a ground term t in algebra
A
   The  calculus
The  calculus is used to reason about state transition systems at a property
oriented level The language of  formulas consists of propositions for reason
ing about states the modal connectives quanti ers and  xpoint operators
Our language of propositions for a speci cation is given by the grammar
p  tt j ff j 	p j o j m
where o respectively m is a term over a signature  representing an object
respectively a message The double quotes around an object or message repre

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sent the proposition this object exists or this message exists respectively
Eg state C satis es BBdBufferin if one of its elements is an ob
ject with object identi er B belonging to class BdBuffer which includes all
subclasses of BdBuffer whose value of attribute in is equal to  Note that
the use of negation is restricted to basic propositions
Let p be a proposition We de ne the formulas of the modal  calculus
over a set of basic propositions of signature  as follows
  p j 
 
 

j 
 

 

j hLi j L	
j X  X   j  X  X  
L is a set of labels L	 and hLi are the labeled modal connectives L	 is
called the box operator hLi is called the diamond operator Intuitively L	
holds if  holds immediately after all transitions with labels in L Dually hLi
holds if there is a transition with a label in L such that  holds immediately
afterwards We use hi and 	 as abbreviations for modal connectives with
the label set of all possible labels
 is the greatest  xpoint operator used typically for invariant safety al
ways properties   is the least  xpoint operator used typically for variant
liveness sometime properties
We are interested in the truth of formulas in a structure AR which is
a model of a Maude speci cation Sp   E T  Let v  VAR  T  be a
valuation and let v
 
denote the canonical extension of v to an interpretation
function for terms Let X  C be a valuation where C is assigned to X and
w  v a valuation such that w  vX  wX if X  domw and vX if
X domw Let t
A
denote the representation in algebra A of a ground term
t Let FV f denote the free variables of formula f  We de ne j j
ARv
as
the set of all states for which  under the valuation v holds
We de ne truth of formulas of the  calculus with respect to a state or
con guration CA
Cf
in Fig 
We de ne for a  speci cation   f
 
     
n
g with  formulas over a
algebraic speci cation  E the class of models of  MOD as the set of
structures AR where A is a model of  E and AR j 
 
     
n

 Renement relation
In the process of stepwise re nement an abstract requirement speci cation
is transformed into a concrete speci cation which might be a program 	
We use the socalled loose approach to re nement We consider the class
of all models as the semantics of a speci cation In the process of stepwise
re nement implementation details of data types and algorithms are added
to the speci cation This reduces the class of models in several steps to a
singleton set  a program
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AR C v j oXav i v
 
oXav bwC for some w
and a   b are the attributes of class X
AR C v j m i v
 
mC
AR C v j 	 i AR C v j 
AR C v j 
 
 

i AR C v j 
 
and AR C v j 

AR C v j 
 

 

i AR C v j 
 
or AR C v j 

AR C v j hLi i for some lL CC
 
R
v
 
l
and AR C
 
 v j 
AR C v j L	 i lL and CC
 
R
v
 
l
implies AR C
 
 v j 
AR C v j  X  X   i
CC
 
 C
 
 
A
 j j
ARXC
 
v
 C
 
 C
 

AR C v j X  X   i
C C
 
 C
 
 
A
 j j
ARXC
 
v
 C
 
 C
 

We de ne
AR C j  i for all v  FV A
s
holds AR C v j 
AR j  i for all CA
Cf
holds AR C j 
Fig  Truth of  formulas
De nition  Let  be signature and  E be an algebraic speci cation
Let   f
 
    
n
g and 
 
 f
 
 
    
 
n
 
g be  speci cations
 is re ned by 
 
written  
 
i 
 
 
     
 
n
 
 
 
     
n

Let 
 
 f
 
 
    
 
n
 
g be a  speci cation over  E and Sp   E T 
a Maude speci cation

 
is re ned by Sp written 
 
 Sp i ISp j 
 
 
     
 
n
 
Let us briey explain the relations between the speci cations particularly
between speci cations in dierent languages The speci cations have a basic
signature andalso basic data types speci ed by equations in common Thus
the ordersorted algebra A and in particular the states ie the terms of
sort Con guration abbreviated Cf are the same Dierent is the level of
abstraction in the language for specifying the behavior of objects but com
mon to these languages are the transition system the semantics of a Maude
speci cation is a transition system and the  properties are veri ed for the
transition system
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 The specications
We give three speci cations 
A
 
M
 Sp
C
of a bounded buer each at a
dierent level of abstraction such that

A
 
M
 Sp
C
 The abstract level  Invariants and  calculus
Relevant at the most abstract level are for us only two issues

What is a bounded buer

How does a bounded buer behave
The question What is a bounded buer can be answered by specifying
a property each bounded buer has to satisfy
StateB  BBdBuffer    lengthB cont  B max
The number of elements stored in a buer is lengthB cont It is not
larger than B max the maximal number of elements of a buer
At this abstract level we do not give the implementation of the state but
instead we require that a buer has certain properties it is able to determine
the length of its contents and it stores only the maximum number of elements
What is a bounded buer is answered by specifying properties of the
state This is usually not done in the  calculus The speci cation of How
does a bounded buer behave is answered by giving properties that do not
involve the state but the interactions of objects via messages For specifying
this aspect we use the modal  calculus
So a general approach to answering what is     is to give basic
properties and functions cont max length as well as invariants for objects
and con gurations here we have only an invariant for one object State The
answer to how does    behave gives possible actions or messages of an
object together with their allowed or required sequences of actions
If the predicate State holds in some state for a buer B then it holds in
all subsequent states for B

 
B  StateB  X  StateB  	X
The notation 	 is an abbreviation for L	 where L is the set of all possible
actions We do not care what happens with buers that are in an inconsistent
state 
 
ensures that a consistent buer remains consistentA bounded buer
accepts a put or a get and possibly both messages


B  BBdBuffer 
X  E  EOId 
hto B put EiX 
 hto B getiX
After an element has been put into the buer there is a sequence of get
messages such that an answer carries the element The result of a get message
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is an answer message that is part of the con guration waiting to be processed
from maybe the object that sent the get message At this point we ap
ply already the asynchronous message passing mechanism of Maude to make
re nement later feasible


B  BBdBuffer 
X  E  EOId 
to B put E	
 Y  hto B geti
Y 
 answer to get is E X
After storing two elements in a buer the element stored  rst is retrieved
before the one stored second FIFO


B  BBdBuffer 
X  E E  E EOId 
to B put E	to B put E	
 Y  hto B geti
Y 
  answer to get is E
 hto B geti
answer to get is E X
The abstract speci cation of a bounded buer is 
A
 f
 
 

 

 

g
This set of formulas is just one suggestion to specify the behavior of a bounded
buer Naturally one could think about entirely dierent sets of formulas
  The intermediate level  Structured  calculus
At this level of abstraction we make the decision about the implementation
of the internal state of a buer namely that the internal state is represented
by a proposition  BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL  Implicitly
also the object model manifests itself in the structure of the formulas
Five formulas determine the behavior of a class Each formula corresponds
to a certain view We have two internal views which specify consistent states
and the state changes induced by the object we have a property stating
that objects are persistent and views for two interfaces the answer messages
that are produced and the link between the incoming messages and the state
changes
Let us give the formula schemata and explain them when applied to the
speci cation of the bounded buer
De nition  Let C be a classname and atts resp atts denote the at
tributes with their values of class C Let SIBCatts
i
 
i
BCatts
i

and 
i
BCatts
i
 be propositions on the state of an object B of class C

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Let a
i
be message and let pP be all free variables in the formulas with their
scope
We de ne  ve formula schemata for a class C with n methods
PersistenceB  X      p  pP 
BC  	BC X
StateB  X      p  pP 
SIBCatts  	SIBCatts X
SynchronizationB  X      p  pP  i    i  n 
BCatts  SIBCatts  
i
BCatts
 hm
i
iX
StateChangeB  X      p  pP  i    i  n 
BCatts  SIBCatts  
i
BCatts
 m
i
	
i
BCatts
i
 X
AnswerMessagesB  X      p  pP  i    i  n 
BCatts  SIBCatts  
i
BCatts
 m
i
	a
i
 X
A rather basic safetyproperty of a bounded buer is persistence if a
bounded buer is part of a con guration it is also part of all successor states
PersistenceB 
X  I O M L  I O MNat LOIdList 
BBdBuffer  	BBdBuffer X
The formula State speci es an invariant for the internal state of an object
It has to hold for all objects of a class in all states provided it holds once
and it ensures consistency of the internal state We do not care for bounded
buers which are in an inconsistent state At this level we make the design
decision that the state of a bounded buer is implemented by four attributes
namely in out max and cont
StateB 
X   I O M L I O M L 
I O M I O MNat L LOIdList 
BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
lengthL  I O    I O  M
 	 BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
lengthL  I O    I O  M X
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We refer to the formula lengthL  I  O    I  O  M as SI state
invariant of a bounded buer
In the formula Synchronization we specify the socalled synchronization
code The synchronization code determines when an objects accepts which
message This synchronization code depends in our approach only on the
state of an object
SynchronizationB 
X  I O M L E E  I O MNat LOIdList E EOId 
 BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
 SIBBdBuffer  I O  M
 hto B put EiX
  BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL E
 SIBBdBuffer  I O  
 hto B getiX
The two formulas StateChange and Synchronization specify the internal
behavior of an object From the synchronization code we obtain not only when
a method may be invoked but also under which preconditions this method and
the functions on data types must operate correctly on the state of the object
In the formula StateChange we specify how methods change the state of an
object When a message is accepted it always changes the state of an object
in the same way
StateChangeB 
X  I O M L E  I O MNat LOIdList EOId 
 BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
 SIBBdBuffer  I O  M
 to B put E	
BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontE L  X
 BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL E
 SIBBdBuffer  I O  
 to B get	
BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL X
After a put action the value of attribute in is incremented and the element
that is parameter to the message is added to the contents After a getmessage
the value of out is incremented and the element which is parameter in the
message added to the value of attribute cont
Messages not only change the internal state of the objects they also trigger

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answer messages to be created as part of the global state
AnswerMessagesB 
X  I O M E E L  I O MNat E EOId LOIdList 
 BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
 SIBBdBuffer  I O  M
 to B put E	X
 BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL E
 SIBBdBuffer  I O  
 to B get	
to U answer to get is E X
After the message to P get message answer to get is E is
part of the global state of the system Again we specify that after a method
is invoked an answer message is always part of the global state
The speci cation at the intermediate level is given by

M
 fStateBPersistenceB
StateChangeBAnswerMessagesB SynchronizationBg
After giving those  ve formulas as a speci cation of a class we would like
to give a brief motivation why we use both diamond and box operators for
modeling the dierent aspects of an object The use of the diamond operator
is quite easy to motivate we are interested in which state transitions are
possible for an object which transitions an object may perform This is the
kind of property expressible by the diamond operator
The use of the box operator needs more motivation and we give two rea
sons for preferring the box to the diamond operator for specifying the internal
properties and behavior of objects The  rst motivation is that typically even
in objectoriented concurrent languages an object is sequential and determin
istic Thus a property hgetihanswer to get is Ei would not reect the
situation that after a get action there is always an answer message possible
for the overall system
The second motivation for the use of the box operators lies in the properties
of the overall system we are interested in One very important property is
absence of deadlocks speci ed by
Deadlockfree  X      hitt  	X
Let us explain this formula in every state a transition with arbitrary label
is possible and after every transition the property Deadlockfree is satis ed
Our schemata and formulas specify the behavior of a single class but they
do not specify the behavior of the global system From the global point of
view a message must be part of the state to make the local transition of an
object possible provided the precondition speci ed in Synchronization holds

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as well Assume we have in our speci cation an object that consumes always
all answer messages ie if a message is part of the global state then there is
always a transition with this label possible
If we use only diamond properties to specify the behavior of an object we
would obtain the property
hto B getitt  hto B getihanswer to get is Eitt
With the box operator we obtain
hto B getitt  to B get	hanswer to get is Eitt
This formula which uses the box operator is stronger and models the absence
of a deadlock in a situation when a user waits for the bounded buer
Deadlocks are typically caused by the composition of a system as a large
collection of objects belonging to dierent classes and deadlocks inside objects
are not really an issue in speci cation The box property specifying the inter
nal behavior gives us a property which is important when composing a large
system
	 The concrete level  Maude
Maudes transition rules and rewriting calculus provide only the possibility
to express sometimeproperties on single actions but not alwaysproperties
and not properties on sequences of actions Each transition rule speci es the
reaction or one way to react to a message of an object to a message Thus we
have to re ne the intermediate speci cation which focuses on certain aspects
of the behavior of a class to a speci cation which focuses on the local and
global reaction to a message
There is one more severe dierence between the concrete level of Maude
and the objectoriented  speci cation The rules of Maude describe the global
transition system and the formulas in structured  calculus properties of a
single class
Lemma  Sp
M
 BDBUFFER
Proof Sp
M
 BDBUFFER i
IBDBUFFER j PersistenceB  StateB
 SynchronizationB
 StateChangeB  AnswerMessagesB
We proceed as follows
i We strengthen the formulas Synchronization StateChange AnswerMes
sages such that each precondition requires additionally the presence of
the appropriate message in the global state The formulas are not given
explicitly and their names are primed
ii We show that we may omit the  xpoint operator in the formulas in our
particular setting

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iii We show that a formula containing a diamond operator hmi implies a
formula containing a box operator m	 provided there is always just one
successor state reachable via a transition with label m
iv We compose the strengthened formulas to a formula Rule such that Rule
implies all three strengthened formulas
v We prove that IBDBUFFER j Rule
vi We prove that IBDBUFFER j PersistenceB  StateB The proof is
not given
Step i Is not given here
Step ii Let AR be ISp of some speci cation Sp and  a  formula Then
AR j  i for all CA
Cf
holds AR C j 
We prove AR C j pre  hLipost for all CA
Cf
implies AR j X  pre  hLipost X
AR j X  pre  hLipost X
 f De nition of j g
AR C j X  pre  hLipost X
for all CA
Cf
 f De nition of j g
C C
 
 C
 
 A
Cf
 j pre  hLipost X j
ARXC
 
 C
 
 C
 

for all CA
Cf
 f S  S
 
and CS for all CS
 
 S  S
 
g
A
Cf
  C
 
 C
 
 A
Cf
 j pre  hLipost X j
ARXC
 
 C
 
 C
 

 f C
 
 A
Cf
g
A
Cf
j pre  hLipost X j
ARXA
Cf
 f g
A
Cf
j pre  hLipost j
ARXA
Cf
Thus we may omit the  xpoint operator in the three formulas Synchro
nization AnswerMessages and StateChange
Step iii In our speci cation BDBUFFER each method is implemented in only
one rule and thus AR C j hli  AR C j l	 if l is a singleton
set of labels
Step iv We de ne a new formula schema 
Rule   B p  BOId pP  i    i  n 
BCatts  SIBCatts  
i
BCatts
 hm
i
i
i
BCatts
i
  a
i

such that
Rule  Synchronization
 
B  StateChange
 
B
AnswerMessage
 
B
Step v
To prove for all CA
Cf
holds
AR C j

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I O M L E E  I O MNat LOIdList E EOId 
to B put E  BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
SIBBdBuffer  I O  M
 hto B put Ei
BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontE L
 to B get  BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL E
SIBBdBuffer  I O  
 hto B getianswer to get is E
BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL 
Proof by structural induction on the size of con gurations
Case   C  eps the empty con guration
AR C j          ff  hto B put Ei   
ff  hto B geti    
Case   C  eps no state transition possible
No state transition possible if there exists no  such that  applied to the
lefthand side of rule 	get
 or 	put
 is part of C
And thus for all valuations v
AR C v j BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
SIBBdBuffer  to B get 
 to B put E
and thus AR C j Rule
Case   C  bBdBufferinioutomaxmcontl to b put e
such that the transition rule with label 	put
 is applicable small letters de
note values
Then   B b I i O o M m L l e E	 is the only substitution
such that rule Inst of the calculus is applicable
Let D  BBdBufferinIoutOmaxMcontL
answer to get is E
Thus CDR and
AR D j answer to get is e
 bBdBufferinioutomaxmcontl
and thus AR C j Rule
Case   C  bBdBufferinioutomaxmcontl to b get
Analogously to Case 
Case   C  C
 
C

For all propositional variables  and for hLi holds
C
i
  C and AR C
i
j hLi  AR C j hLi
And by application of rule Emb C
i
m
 D
i
 C
m
 D
i
C
j
i  j
Thus we consider only a transition which is generated by an application

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of Inst and Emb which not applicable by Inst to C
 
or C

 This proof
follows cases  or 
Step vi Proof by induction on the size of con gurations 
 Related Work
The main issues in our work are  the speci cation of objects  the expres
siveness of speci cation languages for concurrent systems and  re nement
of speci cations
In the speci cation of objects and in particular of the bounded buer
we combine in all three levels of speci cation algebraic speci cation 	 and
speci cation languages for concurrent systems The SMoLCS approach 	
combines also algebraic speci cation and speci cation of transition systems
The SMoLCS approach is designed for modular speci cation of the seman
tics of programming languages Particular to the approach is the way the
transition systems that model the behavior of a program are speci ed Since
algebras and transition systems are also the semantic foundations of our spec
i cations the SMoLCS approach could be used to specify a semantics for our
  and Maude speci cations
When comparing our object model and our two speci cation languages
Maude and the  calculus to other objectoriented concurrent approaches we
notice that most other approaches like Troll 	 	o
 
	 use synchronous
communication In this respect our   and Maude speci cations are related
more closely to actor languages 	 Troll and 	o
 specify the imple
mentation of methods inside objects and focus thus in speci cation on the
intraobject view with properties of classes while our approach abstracts from
the implementation of methods and provides together with 	 an intra and
interobject view
The use of greatest  xpoints is inspired by the coalgebraic speci cations of
classes in 	 While an algebraic speci cation speci es the properties
of a class 	 the coalgebraic speci cation gives the observable behavior and
properties Thus the use of greatest  xpoint and the coalgebraic speci ca
tion style reect the principle of encapsulation the basic concept of object
orientation more than the algebraic approach
Re nement relations have been studied in various versions for algebraic
speci cations 	 The initial and the loose approach to re nement are
compared in 	 The initial approach to re nement of Maude speci cations
is used in 	 Re nement of objectoriented languages is studied also for
Troll 
	 and 	o

	 These re nement approaches are mainly concerned
with action re nement and re nement of communication between objects
Their correctness criterium of the re nement is the state of the global system
but not like in our approach the behavior of a class While all these approaches
as well as our approach remain in the formal world of speci cation is in 	
an abstract informal speci cation in the objectoriented analysis method of
Jacobsen re ned to a Maude speci cation and from the Maude speci cation
to a Java program
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 Conclusions
Both Maude and the  calculus are speci cation languages that can be used for
the speci cation of concurrent systems While Maude is designed to make it
executable the advantage of the  calculus is its expressiveness But when we
combine these two speci cation mechanisms as in the intermediate level of our
speci cation we get a very expressive language appropriate for speci cation
At this level it should be relatively easy to  nd operators for various property
preserving kinds of reuse as eg inheritance and thus modal Maude could
be a speci cation language on its own
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A Specication of OIDLIST
obj OIDLIST is
protecting OID  
sort OIdList  
op eps   OIdList  
op    OId OIdList  OIdList    left append 
op    OIdList OId  OIdList    right append 
op length  OIdList  Nat  
var E E E  OId  
var L  OIdList  
eq E eps  eps E  
eq E L E  E L E  
eq length eps    
eq length E L  succlengthL 
endfm
Note that we do not use subsorting to implement lists The reason for this
is that in the presence of subsorting the union operation in general does not
preserve the coherence of signatures 	

